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Master record keeping
by secure audio recording

Genuinely complete, accurate and contemporaneous records in a way that is 

easy, robust, featherlight and fully compliant with all the relevant regulations.

Master record keeping
If your consultations are important, include them on the record.

DAN brings completeness, accuracy and context to your 

consultation records.

Click, confirm, calm…
When it comes to clinical note-keeping, it doesn’t get more 

complete, accurate or contemporaneous than a secure audio 

recording.

Capture what really happens, not just what you have time to write 

down.

Wow your patient
With no extra effort, just press record. Be at your best doing what 

you love. Then offer to share.

Move away from the keyboard and turn your consultations into 

uninterrupted, one-on-one time.

Love your team
By making the record-keeping process easier for everyone, DAN 

makes for happier, more productive clinics where teams can 

flourish.

Share the recording
Patients can listen again when they need to remember.

Help family and carers understand, value and support the patient 

and treatment decisions.

Simple and secure
Every aspect of DAN is carefully designed for dentists, by dentists.

We understand and comply with every relevant aspect of the UK 

dental regulatory environment. Our data protection and security 

credentials exceed the compliance requirements of the ICO, GDPR, 

NHS DSPT and FGDP (CGDent).

"Not only does DAN capture what 

actually happened, rather than a 

post-facto version of what should 

have happened in an ideal world, it 

has the potential to do wonders for 

the quality of interpersonal 

communication between patient and 

clinician. That is arguably a more 

important dividend than the records 

themselves.”

Kevin Lewis

What the experts say

www.dentalaudionotes.com



Security and Privacy

Dental audio records contain special category, personal, sensitive data 

and need to be managed with diligence and respect.

Not just a generic recording software
We understand and comply with every relevant aspect of the UK 

dental regulatory environment.

Our data protection and security credentials are fully compliant with 

the requirements of the ICO, GDPR, NHS DSPT and FGDP (CGDent).

Please note, Dental Audio Notes is not endorsed by these organisations

Consent
Patients do need to grant consent for an audio recording. As with 

any aspect of their clinical record, patients are entitled to request a 

copy.

• Consent needs to be confirmed for the recording to be saved.

• Patients may revoke consent, and DAN makes this easy to do 

when requested.

• Patients have right to access and may request a copy of records. 

DAN provides access with a secure link.

• When consent expires or is revoked, DAN notifies you before 

removing the recording.

End-to-end encryption
End to end encryption keeps all data secure from the moment you 

press record. We can’t decrypt your data, and no one else can either.

• Data is encrypted immediately, before it ever leaves your 

computer.

• Data is always encrypted in transit using HTTPS/TLS.

• Data always remains within the UK.

• Our systems are regularly penetration tested by CREST approved 

security experts.

Storage
These audio recordings form part of the patient record.

• Encrypted recordings and data is stored on our servers, in the 

UK.

• Records are archived for 11 years.

• No personally-identifiable information of any of your patients is 

stored, so they remain completely anonymous to anyone but 

you and your team.

• Data stored on our servers are encrypted using AES-256 or 

greater, securing data at rest.

                     

Demo
Start using DAN, immediately

£0/month

(3hrs recording time, total)

Complete
For yourself, your team, per practice

Tiered, from £30/month

(includes 6hrs recording time, then £5/hr )

Pricing

What do indemnity providers say? 
(Dentists should reach out to their indemnity provider for an official 

response)

- Dental professionals who record consultations need to obtain 

consent before any recording is made.

- Once a recording has been made, it will form part of the patient 

records.

- Patients are entitled to have access to their recording.

- Making a recording does not replace the need to make a 

thorough written record.

Does DAN integrate with practice 

management software? 
- DAN operates alongside, and independent of, any practice 

management system. DAN seamlessly manages all the storage, 

security, reliability and accessibility for you, and is therefore 

super-lightweight on your team, processes and IT infrastructure.

What should I record? 
- Record your clinical and technical conversations with your 

patient. Teams that are confident using DAN seamlessly 

introduce and start DAN as the clinical discussion starts. They 

may start and stop DAN at various points throughout the 

appointment or leave it running.

How do I start?
- Sign up at dentalaudionotes.com

- Download DAN

- Plug in a mic

- Press record

www.dentalaudionotes.com
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